FLAMEPROOF LIGHT FITTING

STANDARD SPECIFICATION:

DESIGN OF THE ENCLOSURE FOR FLAMEPROOF - WEATHERPROOF (IP:66) WELL GLASS FITTING IS SUITABLE FOR

- 80/125W HPMV • UPTO 65W INDUCTION / LED
- 70W METAL HALIDE/HPSV • BEACON
- 150/ 200W GLS • AVIATION LAMP WITH/ WITHOUT
- 3X26W CFL • 150W METAL HALIDE/HPSV
- 1X26W EMERGENCY • 300W GLS AT 230VOLTS/550 VOLTS AC/DC (MAX.)

- GENERAL SPECIFICATION CONFORMS TO IS/IEC 60079-1:2007
- FLAMEPROOF :ZONE 1&2, GAS GROUP IIC AS PER IS/IEC 60079-1:2007
- ELECTRICAL APPARATUS WITH DEGREE OF PROTECTION IP:66 AS PER IS/IEC 60529:2001
FLAMEPROOF LED LIGHT FITTING

FLAMEPROOF VESSEL LAMP

FLAMEPROOF BULKHEAD LIGHT

FLAMEPROOF ROUND HEAD LIGHT

FLAMEPROOF HAND LAMP
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EPOXY POLYSTER
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NEOPRENE
LED LIGHT / Pharmaceutical lighting / Mining Lighting / Defense Lighting / Petrochemicals Lighting

TYPES OF FLAMEPROOF LIGHT:
• LED FLAMEPROOF WELGLASS 15W TO 60W
• LED FLAMEPROOF BULKHEAD 15W TO 60W
• LED FLAMEPROOF ROUND HEAD 15W TO 60W
• LED FLAMEPROOF CLEANROOM 15W TO 60W
• LED FLAMEPROOF ROUND CLEANROOM 15W TO 60
• LED FLAMEPROOF FLOOD LIGHT 45W TO 160W
• LED FLAMEPROOF BAY LIGHT 15W TO 60W
• FLAMEPROOF PL/CFL LIGHT

TYPES OF FLAMEPROOF LIGHT:
• LED FLAMEPROOF REACTOR VESSEL LAMP 15W
• LED FLAMEPROOF REACTOR HAND LAMP 15W
• LED FLAMEPROOF RVL/HL 15W 24V DC
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